We consider a network revenue management problem where customers choose among open fare products according to some pre-specified choice model. Starting with a Markov decision process (MDP) formulation, we approximate the value function with an affine function of the state vector. We show that the resulting problem provides a tighter bound for the MDP value than the choice-based linear program proposed by Gallego et al. (2004) and Liu and van Ryzin (2007) . We develop a column generation algorithm to solve the problem for a multinomial logit choice model with disjoint consideration sets. We also derive a bound as a by-product of a decomposition heuristic. Our numerical study shows the policies from our solution approach can significantly outperform heuristics from the choice-based linear program.
of independent demand models, and therefore have studied problems with rich customer choice activities. Brumelle et al. (1990) consider seat allocations for a two class single-leg revenue management problem when the demand for the two classes are stochastically dependent due to consumer buy-up. Belobaba and Weatherford (1996) investigate variations to some well-known heuristics to account for customer diversion among customer classes. Zhao and Zheng (2001) consider a two-class seat allocation model with passenger diversion. Talluri and van Ryzin (2004a) consider customer choice among fare classes on a single-leg flight. Zhang and Cooper (2005,2006) consider seat allocation and pricing issues for multiple flights on the same origin and destination. van Ryzin and Vulcano (2004) introduce a simulation-based optimization approach for network revenue management under a fairly general choice scheme. Gallego et al. (2004) propose a linear program to analyze revenue management for flexible products which was subsequently adopted by Liu and van Ryzin (2007) to study network revenue management with customer choice. Bront et al. (2007) extends the work of Liu and van Ryzin (2007) to allow for overlapping consideration sets in the choice model. Jiang and Miglionico (2006) consider a network revenue management problem with consumer buy-up and explore several solution approaches. Subsequent to our paper, Kunnumkal and Topaloglu (2008) solve the same problem as ours using a Lagrangian approach to approximate dynamic programming.
The body of literature on approximate dynamic programming is relatively small but growing; see Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996) and Powell (2007) for a review. Our approach is most closely related to the linear programming approach for dynamic programs. Puterman (1994) gives an excellent review of the area. The functional approximation idea was first considered by Schweitzer and Seidmann (1985) .
Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers the affine functional approximation and the resulting linear program which we call approximate linear program. Section 3 provides a column generation algorithm to solve the approximate linear program for MNLD choice model. Section 4 introduces heuristics from solutions of the approximate linear program. Section 5 reports numerical results.
Problem formulation
In this section, we provide the basic formulations used in the paper. The MDP formulation in Section 1.1 is essentially the same as the one presented in Liu and van Ryzin (2007) . The LP formulation in Section 1.2 was first studied by Gallego et al. (2004) , and later considered by Liu and van Ryzin (2007) .
MDP formulation
For ease of exposition, we use airline terminology throughout the paper. Consider a flight network with m legs and the set of capacities c = (c 1 , . . . , c m ), where c i is the capacity of leg i. There are n products offered, where a product is a flight itinerary and fare class combination. Let N = {1, . . . , n} be the set of products. The fare for product j is f j . The consumption matrix is an (m × n)-matrix A ≡ (a ij ). The entry a ij represents the integer amount of resource i required by a class j customer. The i-th row A i is the incidence vector for leg i, and the j-th column A j is the incidence vector for product j. There are τ discrete time periods that are counted forward, so period τ is the last period. To simplify notation, we reserve the symbols i, j, and t for legs, products, and time, respectively.
In each period, there is one customer arrival with probability λ, and no customer arrival with probability 1 − λ. When a customer arrives, the firm must decide what products to offer. Let S ⊆ N be the offer set of the firm. Note that S = ∅ means that no product is offered. Given offer set S, the customer chooses the product j ∈ S with probability P j (S), and makes no purchase with probability P 0 (S) = 1 − j∈S P j (S) .
The state at the beginning of any period t is an m-vector of unsold seats x. So the state space is X = {0, . . . , c 1 } × · · · × {0, . . . , c m }. Let v t (x) be the maximum total expected revenue over periods t, . . . , τ starting at state x at the beginning of period t. The optimality equation is
The boundary conditions are v τ +1 (x) = 0 for all x. In the above, the set
is the set of products that can be offered when the state is x. The value function at the initial state c can be computed by the following linear program
with decision variables v t (x) ∀t, x. It can be shown by induction that any feasible solutionv(·) to (D0) is an upper bound on v t (·). See also Adelman (2007) for relevant discussions.
Choice-based linear programming formulation
We now review the Liu and van Ryzin (2007) model; see also Gallego et al. (2004) . Let S denote the firm's offer set. Customer demand (viewed as continuous quantity) flows in at rate λ. If the set S is offered, product j is sold at rate λP j (S) (i.e., a proportion P j (S) of the demand is satisfied by product j). Let R(S) denote the revenue from one unit of customer demand when the set S is offered. Then
Note that R(S) is a scalar. Similarly, let Q i (S) denote the resource consumption rate on flight i, i = 1, . . . , m, given that the set S is offered. Let Q(S) = (Q 1 (S), . . . , Q m (S)) T . The vector Q(S) satisfies Q(S) = AP (S), where P (S) = (P 1 (S), . . . , P n (S)) T is the vector of purchase probabilities. Let h(S) be the total time the set S is offered. Since the demand is deterministic as seen by the model and the choice probabilities are time-homogeneous, only the total time a set is offered matters; i.e., we do not care about the order in which different offer sets are used. The objective is to find the total time h(S) each set S should be offered to maximize the firm's revenue. The linear program can be written as follows
Note that ∅ ⊆ N so that the decision variable h(∅) corresponds to the total time that no products are offered. In the no-choice case, i.e., when P j (S) = p j ∀j ∈ S and P j (S) = 0 otherwise, it can be shown that (LP) is equivalent to the deterministic linear programming (DLP) model in the revenue management literature. In this sense, the (LP) model is an extension of (DLP) to the choice case.
Functional approximation
The formulation (D0) has a huge number of decision variables and constraints, making its exact solution impractical for moderately sized problem instances. One way to reduce the size of the problem is to approximate v t (·) by a set of pre-selected basis functions. One potential approach is to use a linearly parameterized function class
where φ k (x) is a pre-specified basis function and V t,k is the weight on φ k (x). After plugging (4) into (D0), the weights can then be determined by solving the resulting linear program. In this paper, we consider an affine functional approximation, which is a special case of (4).
Formulation
Consider the affine functional approximation
where V t,i estimates the marginal value of a seat on flight i in period t, and θ t is a constant offset. We assume θ τ +1 = 0 and V τ +1,i = 0 ∀i. Plugging (5) into (D0), we obtain (D1) min
The dual of (D1) is
Y ≥ 0.
The constraint (9) can be replaced by
Therefore, we can interpret the decision variables Y t,x,S as approximate state-action probabilities; i.e., Y t,x,S is the probability that the state is x and the set S is offered at time t. The constraint (8) is a flow-balance constraint, which says that the mass of each resource i flowing into time t must equal that flowing out.
Relationship to LP
To derive (LP) from (P1), define
Note that Y t,x,S = 0 ∀ S N (x). Since Y t,x,S can be interpreted as the probability that the state is x and the set S is offered in period t, the right hand side of (11) can be interpreted as the total time the set S is offered throughout the time horizon, which is exactly the interpretation of decision variable h(S) in (LP). Then the objective function in (P1) can be written as
λR(S)h(S).

Summing (8) over t, we obtain
t,x,S⊆N
Canceling terms and rearranging, we obtain
If Y t,x,S > 0, we must have
Hence, (12) implies that
Summing (9) over t, we get
The arguments above show that z LP ≥ z P 1 . Furthermore, similar to Proposition 1 in Adelman (2007) , we can show that any feasible solution to (D0) gives an upper bound to the optimal value from the dynamic program. Since (D1)-(P1) gives a feasible solution to (D0), it follows that z P 1 ≥ v 1 (c). We summarize the results in the following proposition. Theorem 1 in Adelman (2007) shows that a similar relation holds when there is no customer choice among products for a classic revenue management problem. Liu and van Ryzin (2007) show that the bound z LP is asymptotically optimal, i.e., converges to v 1 (c), as demand, capacity, and time horizon scale linearly. It follows from Proposition 1 that the bound z P 1 is also asymptotically optimal.
We note that solutions to (P1) overcome some of the difficulties encountered when trying to use solutions of (LP) in the dynamic setting of (1); namely, a solution to (LP) only gives the time duration for which each offer set should be used, but does not specify an order in which the sets should be used. The solution to (P1), however, allows different sets to be used at different times. In fact, from constraint (9), the decision variable Y t,x,S may be interpreted as approximate state-action probabilities.
Next, we show that there exists an optimal solution (V * , θ * ) to (D1) that is time-monotonic. Given a feasible solution Y to (P1), define the first time resource i is used by
We have the following monotonicity result. 
Proof. The proof follows Adelman (2007) . See online appendix.
In the proof,t * i = t * i when t * i exists; otherwise,t * i = τ . Conditions (15) and (16) show that V * is non-increasing over time. Since V * t,i can be interpreted as approximate marginal value of resource i at time t, this result is intuitively appealing, since as time moves forward, we have less opportunities to sell.
3 Column generation algorithm
General case
The program (P1) has a large number of variables but relatively few constraints, so it can be potentially solved via column generation. In this section, we develop such an algorithm.
First, it is easy to find an initial feasible solution to start the column generation algorithm. There is one corresponding to closing all products in each period; i.e. let
At a given iteration, suppose the dual solution is (V, θ). Let π t,x,S be the reduced profit of the column corresponding to x, S in period t. The maximum reduced profit can be computed by solving
If the objective value is greater than 0, then we add the column corresponding to the optimal solution to the existing set of columns for (P1); otherwise, optimality is attained. For fixed t ≥ 1, we need to solve the following optimization problem (S0) max
The effectiveness of a column generation algorithm hinges on efficient solution of the column generation subproblems. For general choice probability P , (S0) is potentially a nonlinear integer constrained optimization problem, which is quite difficult to solve. Because of constraint (18), the optimization problem is not separable in x and S. Even if x is fixed, the optimization on S is a combinatorial optimization which is potentially difficult by itself. For the multinomial logit choice model with disjoint consideration sets (MNLD), Liu and van Ryzin (2007) develop an efficient ranking procedure to solve the optimization on S; see also Gallego et al. (2004) . However, such a procedure cannot be extended to solve (S0) because it also optimizes over x.
MNLD
In MNLD, each customer is interested in a subset of the products. Let L = {1, . . . ,l} be the set of customer segments. We assume that customer segment l ∈ L has consideration set N l ⊆ N . We assume ∀l 1 = l 2 , N l 1 ∩ N l 2 = ∅; i.e., different customer segments have disjoint consideration sets. Within each segment, customer choice follows a Multinomial Logit (MNL) model. Under MNL, the choice probability can be defined by a choice vector. To completely specify the choice probability, we need to specify the preference value v lj for l ∈ L, j ∈ N l , and the no-purchase value v l0 for l ∈ L. In general, a choice set S can also be represented by an availability vector. We use a binary vector u l to denote the product availability for segment l such that u lk = 1{k ∈ S}. For convenience, we use vector and set notations interchangeably. Then the probability a segment l customer purchases
To accommodate MNLD choice model in the framework of Section 1.1, we can assume an arriving customer first chooses which segment he belongs to, and then chooses products within the given segment. In particular, we assume the probability an arriving customer belongs to segment l is λ l /λ where l λ l = λ. It then follows that for j ∈ N l ,
where u lk (S) = 1{k ∈ S} for all k ∈ N l .
Column generation for MNLD
In the following we show that for MNLD, (S0) can be reduced to a linear integer program, the solution of which is relatively easy. Let λ l ∀l ∈ L be such that l∈L λ l = λ, where λ l is the probability of a customer arrival in segment l for a given period. Plugging in the MNLD choice probabilities, (S0) becomes
If the integrality constraints are relaxed, the optimization problem above belongs to a class of optimization problems called Generalized Linear-Fractional Programs (see,e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004) . A general approach to solve such a problem efficiently is not available. See Schaible and Shi (2003) for a recent review of literature on this subject.
In the following, we show that (S-MNLD) can be reduced to an equivalent linear integer program by exploiting the structure of the problem. In particular, we use the fact that the consideration sets are disjoint and that u lj is binary.
Let
It follows from the definition of z lj and α l that
Plugging (19)- (21) into (S-MNLD), we obtain
Lemma 1 (S-MNLD) is equivalent to (S-MNLD1); i.e., both optimization problems have the same optimal objective value and an optimal solution to one can be obtained from an optimal solution of the other.
Proof. Since (S-MNLD1) is obtained from (S-MNLD) through change of variables, it can be shown that an optimal solution to (S-MNLD) is a solution to (S-MNLD1) and both optimization problems have the same objective value at the solution. Suppose (x,ẑ,α) is an optimal solution to (S-MNLD1). From (23) and (24), we must havê
where the last equation follows by using (24). It then follows that the two optimization problems have the same objective value at the given solution. This completes the proof.
From Lemma 1, it suffices to solve (S-MNLD1). There is potentially one difficulty in solving (S-MNLD1): the constraint (22) is nonlinear. However, we show that if v l0 > 0 ∀l ∈ L and a ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j it can be replaced by an equivalent linear constraint.
Theorem 2 Suppose v l0 > 0 for all l ∈ L and a ij ∈ {0, 1}. We only need to solve the following linear integer program to find the maximum reduced profit for each t ≥ 1 (S-MNLD2) max
Proof. We will show that the feasible region does not change before and after replacing the constraint (22) by (26). From (24),
It then follows from (22) that
Hence all feasible solutions to (S-MNLD1) satisfy (26). Next we show that all feasible solutions to (S-MNLD2) satisfy (22). Let (x,ẑ,α) be a feasible solution to (S-MNLD2). For fixed i, if
and a ij ∈ {0, 1}; note that from (28)α l > 0 for all l. This completes the proof.
Subsequently, we will refer to (S-MNLD2) as the column generation subproblem. Note that some existing linear programming solvers, such as CPLEX, provide ways to handle (27) directly. In our numerical study, we assume A is binary. However, our theoretical results that follow do not depend on this assumption.
Policies from functional approximation
In this section we show how to use the value function approximations to construct control policies.
Direct use of dynamic bid-prices
Let (V * , θ * ) be the optimal solution for (D1). Using the approximation
a control policy in period t and state x can be computed by solving for each l
The constraint u lj ∈ {0, 1 {x≥A j } } in (29) incorporates the constraint on capacity. The heuristic is motivated by the dynamic programming recursion (1). The maximization in (29) can be solved efficiently using a simple ranking procedure (see Liu and van Ryzin, 2007 and Gallego et al., 2004) . The resulting policy is called ADP in Section 5.
Decomposition based on solutions to (D1)
We can also use an optimal solution (V * , θ * ) to (D1) in a decomposition approach. Given i, we use the following approximation
where v i t (·) is the value function for the leg-i problem. Substituting (30) into (D0), we obtain
Proposition 2 relates the objective value from (LP i ) to z LP , z P 1 , and the MDP value.
Proposition 2 For each i, let {v i t (·)} and {v * i t (·)} be a feasible solution and an optimal solution to (LP i ), respectively. We have
Proof. (i) We only need to prove v
We prove the result by induction. For t = τ , we note from (31) that
This shows that the result holds for t = τ . Next, assume the result holds for t + 1. Then by (31) and the inductive assumption for all x, S we have
From the optimality equation for period t, we obtain
(ii) The first inequality is established in Proposition 1, and the third inequality is immediate. The last inequality is implied by Part (i). So we will only need to show the second inequality. It suffices to show
is a minimization problem, this establishes the inequality.
Part (ii) in Proposition 2 shows that min i {v * i 1 (c i ) + k =i V * t,1 c k } is a tighter bound of v 1 (c) than z P 1 . Such a bound is useful because it provides a better benchmark in numerical studies.
(LP i ) has the same number of constraints as (D1) but more decision variables. So solving (LP i ) is potentially even harder than solving (D1), although it is possible to solve the program via column generation. Instead, we consider the following dynamic program
with boundary conditions v i τ +1 (x i ) = 0 ∀x i , i. In the above, x −i denotes the vector x without the i-th component. We can use backward recursion algorithm for dynamic programs to solve forv i t (·). In each iteration, the maximization problem in (32) is almost the same as the column generation subproblem (S0). The only difference is that here in each iteration the value of x i is fixed. As discussed in Section 3, for MNLD choice model we only need to solve a linear mixed integer program. Proposition 3 shows thatv i 1 (c i ) from (32) is equal to v i 1 (c i ) from (LP i ). 
to compute a heuristic policy for (1) by solving
This optimization again can be done effectively for MNLD choice model. The resulting policy is called ADPD in Section 5.
LP Decomposition
Let π * be the vector of dual values of the resource constraints in (LP). The vector π * can also be used in a decomposition approach similar to the one in Section 4.2. Given i, we use the following approximation
whereṽ i t (·) is the value function for the leg-i problem that is obtained when (33) is substituted into (D0); for more details, see Liu and van Ryzin (2007) . This policy is called LPD in Section 5. We finish this section by showing the following result.
Proof. Note thatṽ i t (·) is the solution to the linear program (D0) with
The proof is similar to the proof for Part (i) in Proposition 2 and is omitted. Proposition 4 shows that LP decomposition produces a bound for the value function of the problem. Although decomposition heuristic is studied in much of existing literature (see, e.g., Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004b) , the bound in Proposition 4 is new.
Numerical experiments
We conducted numerical experiments to study the performance of the proposed solution approach for (P1), the relationships among the different bounds, and the performance of the proposed policy approaches. In the no-choice (independent demand) setting, Adelman (2007) shows that the performance of policies based on dynamic bid-prices depends heavily on the (nominal) load factor. Because demand depends on the offer set, the notion of load factor is not immediately clear for network choice problems. Given choice probability P , let
Note that S * is a revenue-maximizing set of open products when there is ample capacity of each resource. We call
the (nominal) load factor. In the no-choice setting S * = N and the load factor defined in (34) is the same as the one commonly used in the literature; see, e.g., Adelman (2007).
Computational and bound performance
We study the performance of the proposed algorithm to solve (P1) on randomly generated huband-spoke network instances. We implemented the solution methods using C++ and CPLEX on an Intel Xeon 3.6GZ workstation. In the column generation algorithm for (P1), the objective value of the restricted problem plus the sum over time of the maximum reduced profit in each period serves as an upper bound for the optimal objective value (see Adelman, 2007) . In this subsection, we use a 5% optimality tolerance; that is the column generation procedure terminates when the sum of the maximum reduced profit in each period over time is within 5% of the objective value of the restricted problem. In our implementation, we added the monotonicity constraints suggested by Theorem 1, which often speed up the solution considerably. The same phenomenon was observed in Adelman (2007) . We consider a set of hub-and-spoke network instances with K ∈ {2, 4, 8, 12} non-hub locations. This set of instances is called HS1 subsequently. Figure 1 shows the network structure when K = 4, where each arc in the network represents a flight leg. Half of the non-hub locations each have two parallel flights to the hub, and the other half each have two parallel flights from the hub. There are 2K flights in total. Table 1 shows key statistics for HS1 instances. For K = 12, there are 48 customer segments and 336 products. We assume that all products with the same origin and destination belong to the same segment, so the number of segments is the same as the number of To randomly generate the arrival rate for each customer segment, we draw E l from the Poisson distribution with mean 20 for each l and set λ l = 0.9E l / l E l . Note that the total arrival rate in each period is 0.9. We generated problem instances with τ ∈ {50, 100, 200, 400, 800}. Table 2 shows the load factor and capacity per leg for the problem instances. The capacity across legs is taken to be the same for each instance. The CPU seconds to solve (P1) is also reported. The biggest instance with 12 non-hub locations and 800 periods takes about 24 minutes to solve, which is practical in real application. Also the CPU seconds increases as τ and K increases. This observation is not surprising, since the size of (P1) increases with both τ and K. Table 3 reports the CPU seconds for HS1 instances except for half the load factor. The load was cut in half by cutting the arrival rate in each period in half. The table shows that it is 3.63 times faster on average to solve these problems with a range of 1.18 to 7.88. This speedup can be explained by the fact that as load factor decreases, the combination of a few offer sets provides near-optimal performance. In particular, when there is enough capacity to accept all customer requests, the policy that only offers the revenue maximization set S * is optimal. As a result, fewer columns need to be added when solving (P1). Table 4 reports the approximate relative difference z LP /z P 1 for HS1. Since P1 is not solved to optimality, the relative difference presented in the Table is optimistic. As observed in Adelman (2007), we expect the objective value to be close to z P 1 and therefore the results to be representative. For this set of instances, the difference is relatively small, with the largest difference about 8% for the case with τ = 50 and K = 12.
However, we use another set of instances to show that the relative difference z LP /z P 1 can be huge. We consider hub-and-spoke networks with K ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16} non-hub locations. This set of instances is called HS2 subsequently. There are flights to and from the hub for each non-hub location. Figure 2 shows the network structure when K = 4. One product is offered for each itinerary. The fare is generated from the Uniform [75, 250] . The choice parameter value for each product is three times a random number drawn from the Poisson distribution with mean 20. The no-purchase value for each segment is set to 1. We draw E l from the Uniform distribution with range 0.1 to 0.7 for each l and set λ l = 0.8E l / l E l . We generated problem instances with τ = {20, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800}. Capacity is taken to be the same across legs in each instance. Table 5 report load factor and capacity for the instances. Table 6 shows the approximate relative difference z LP /z P 1 for HS2. For τ = 20 and K = 16, the relative difference is about 53%. This shows that z P 1 can serve as a much better revenue bound. The magnitude of difference reported here is similar to that reported in Adelman (2007) .
In both Tables 4 and 6, the approximate relative difference increases as the horizon length decreases. This behavior can be explained by the result of Liu and van Ryzin (2007) , which shows that LP is asymptotically optimal as the problem scales up linearly in capacity and time. The difference also appears to be bigger for problems with more complex network structure.
Description of simulated instances
We studied the relative performance of four different heuristic policies. ADP was introduced in Section 4.1, and ADPD was introduced in Section 4.2. LP is the same as ADP where the dual values from LP are used instead of dynamic bid-prices. LPD was introduced in Section 4.3. In addition, we also tested each heuristic where (LP) and (P1) are resolved 5 times for equally-spaced time intervals. Each heuristic is simulated 100 times using the same arrival streams. We tested the heuristics on four sets of instances. Table 7 reports the capacity configuration and load factor of the test instances, and Table 8 summarizes key statistics of the simulated instances. These test instances cover a wide variety of cases with different network structure and randomly generated choice parameters. For each set of instances, we consider τ ∈ {20, 50, 100, 200, 400}.
PF1 (4 parallel flights). Parallel flights are scheduled flights on the same origin and destination on the same day. In practice, substitution among parallel flights is widely observed. We randomly generated instances with 4 parallel flights. A single class is offered on each flight. All the products belongs to the same segment, and the arrival probability λ is 0.9 in each period. The fare is generated from Uniform[10,100]. The MNL choice parameter for product j, v j , is generated from the Poisson distribution with mean 100. The no-purchase weight, v 0 , equals 0.5 n j=1 v j ; hence when all products are open, the no purchase probability is 1/3. PF2 (8 parallel flights). This set of instances is the same as PF1 except there are 8 instead of 4 parallel flights.
HS3 (Hub-and-spoke network with 2 non-hub locations). There are 4 parallel flights from location 1 to the hub, and 4 parallel flights from the hub to location 2. The fare from location 1 to the hub is generated from Uniform [1, 10] , and the fare from the hub to location 2 is generated from Uniform [10, 100] . Each through itinerary fare is 0.95 times the corresponding sum of local itinerary fares. There are three disjoint product segments, one for location 1 to the hub, one for the hub to location 2, and one for the through itinerary (location 1 to location 2). The arrival rates are 0.45,, 0.225, and 0.225, respectively. The MNL choice parameter for product j, v lj , is generated from the Poisson distribution with mean 100. The no-purchase weight for segment l, v l0 , equals 0.5 j∈N l v lj .
HS4 (Hub-and-spoke network with 4 non-hub locations). This set of instances is generated the same way as HS1 except for the arrival rates. We assume the locations are marked 1 to 4. Locations 1 and 2 each have two parallel flights to the hub, and locations 3 and 4 each have two parallel flights from the hub. All products with the same origin and destination belong to the same segment, so there are 8 segments. Segments 1 to 4 correspond with local itineraries for locations 1 to 4, respectively. Segments 5 to 8 contain through itinerary products. The arrival rates for segments 1 to 8 are 0.2, 0.2, 0.05, 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1, respectively.
Policy results
The bounds and simulated averages for the test instances are reported in Tables 9-12. To make it easy to compare the bounds and performance, we also report the relative difference of bounds and policy performance in Tables 13 and 14 .
We report four different bounds. (LP) is solved to optimality in all the examples, and the objective value z LP is reported in the LP bound column. The value min i {ṽ i 1 (c i ) + k =i π * k c k } is reported in the LPD bound column. The objective value from (P1) is reported in P1 bound column . (P1) is solved to 0.5% of optimality. The value min i {v i 1 (c i ) + k =i V * 1,k c k } is reported in the ADPD bound column. Note that since (P1) is not solved to optimality, the ADPD bound inherits errors from the solution of (P1). Consequently, the reported ADPD bound is not always tighter than P1 bound, as suggested by Proposition 2.
Our numerical results indicate that ADP can outperform LP with a revenue difference of up to 440%. Even with resolving, ADP beats LP by up to 8%. Such a difference in revenue performance is quite significant for revenue management applications. We postulate that the difference in performance is due to the fact that (P1)-(D1) gives better bid-prices, which are time-dependent. We should also note that the bid-price of one resource affects the set of products offered; even products that do not use this particular resource can be affected because of customer choice among products. This should be contrasted with the bid-price controls for the independent demand case, where the bid-price of a particular resource only affects the controls of products that use this resource. We also note that the performance difference between LP and ADP tends to, although not always, be smaller for problems with longer time horizon. This behavior can be attributed to the asymptotic result of Liu and van Ryzin (2007) .
Decomposition
LPD and ADPD are both based on decomposition of the network problem into many leg-based problems. Liu and van Ryzin (2007) report that LPD performs consistently better than LP. It is also our experience that decomposition-based approaches, including LPD and ADPD, usually perform better than naive bid-price controls.
We are however more interested in the relative performance of LPD and ADPD. Tables 13 and 14 show that without resolving ADPD can perform up to 9% better than LPD. With resolving, the difference can still be as high as 6%. Of course, to use ADPD, we need to solve (P1) and the harder dynamic programming recursion outlined in Section 4.2. The relative performance of LPD and ADPD is affected by several factors. First, it depends on the decomposability of a particular problem. The basic decomposition idea is to decompose the dynamic programming value function v t (x) so that
for a set of functions {v i t (·)} ∀t,i . We say a problem is fully decomposable if the approximation in (35) is exact. To gain insights into the performance of decomposition heuristics, consider the following two problems:
1. One flight with multiple fare classes; 2. A parallel flight problem with independent demand for each flight.
The first problem is a single-leg problem and the second problem can be trivially decomposed into single-leg problems. Consequently, the decomposition heuristics actually give an optimal policy for both problems. In fact, the bid-prices from (LP) and (P1) are not needed for the decomposition. Now, consider two modified problems:
3. A hub-and-spoke network problem with one flight for each local itinerary and very low arrival rates for through itineraries; 4. A parallel flight problem where only a small portion of customers switch flights if their most preferred flight is not offered.
Both problems listed above are clearly not fully decomposable because of a network effect and a customer choice effect, in contrast to problems 1 and 2, respectively. However, we expect that decomposition-based approaches work well for these problems, because the network and customer choice effects are weak. On the other hand, we observed from our experience that the relative performance difference between LPD and ADPD is bigger for problems with a stronger network effect or customer choice effect. The impact of the customer choice effect is demonstrated by the results of PF1 and PF2. PF2 has more pronounced customer choice effect because more flights are involved. Table 13 shows the difference between LPD and ADPD is much larger for PF2 than PF1 cases. This suggests that the benefit of using dynamic over static bid-prices increases as the problem becomes less decomposable. We suspect that this is because time-dependent interactions among resources become more complex.
Other factors that affect the relative performance between LPD and ADPD includes load factor and capacity asymmetry. When load factor is either very high or very low, the performance difference is usually small. This is not surprising since effective revenue management control is most needed when the load factor is in an intermediate range. We also observe that when flights differ significantly in their capacity, the performance difference is usually bigger. When flight capacity is asymmetric, it is more likely that some resources are more critical than others. Hence, it is more important to use accurate bid-prices in such cases. Our observation is derived from our experience when designing and conducting the numerical experiments. The observation is useful because it can give some guidelines on experimental design if it is of interest to compare our approach to other related approaches. 
Consider an x such that x i = x i + 1 and x k = x k ∀k = i. Note that S ⊆ N (x) ⊆ N (x ). By dual feasibility
Combining (36) and (37) 
Now consider an x equals to x except x i = c i − 1 ≥ 0. From definition of t * i , j P j (S)a ij = 0 for all t < t * i . Hence S is still feasible when the state is x . By dual feasibility
Combining (38) and (39) yields V * t,i ≤ V * t+1,i .
Step 3. Given an optimal primal-dual solution Y * , (θ * , V * ), consider the largest t ≤ t * i such that V * t,i < V * t+1,i . We will construct an optimal solution that satisfies (15) (or (16) if t = t * i ) by showing the solution preserves dual feasibility and complementary slackness. Denote the new solution (θ , V ), and let it be the same as (θ * , V * ) except that
The nonnegativity of V * t,i in (17) follows from (16) and V * τ +1,i = 0. The time monotonicity of θ * t given in (14) follows from (7) because x = 0 and S = ∅ is a feasible state-action pair. The nonnegativity of θ in (17) follows from (14) and θ * τ +1 = 0.
